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Available Now!
Coloring Books For Grown-Ups/
Healing & Inspiration 
88 pgs  | 11 x 8 ½
Hardcover  |  978-1-58270-621-4  
$9.99  ($12.99 in Canada) 

Across the world women 
everywhere are rediscovering 
coloring as a way to unwind and 
reconnect with the free-flowing 
creativity we experienced as 
children. The Big Girls Little 
Coloring Book contains twenty- 
one evocative mandalas. Each 
is accompanied by a thought 
provoking message and 
affirmation.

by Carol Omer

HEALING MANDALAS FOR RELAXATION AND STRESS RELIEF

Available Now!
Self-Help/Relationships
222 pgs  |  5 x 8  
Paperback  |  978-1-58270-541-5  
$16.00  ($18.99 in Canada)

Getting married is one of the most joyful, meaningful experiences of your life, but planning for the big 

day isn’t something to stress over, even if you’re juggling a busy schedule or a lot of guests. In fact, 

it’s easy to be sure of a seamless wedding that perfectly portrays your undying love and devotion. Let 

Alexis—wedding consultant, wife, mom, author, and health and fitness advocate—show you how.

International Rights: 

At The Altar In Your Underwear

by Alexis Asbe
A BRAVE GUIDE TO LOVE BEFORE, DURING, & AFTER YOUR WEDDING

Big Girls Little Coloring Book

completed mandalas
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Available Now!
Fiction/Fairy Tales, Folk Tales, Legends & 
Mythology
128 pgs  |  5 x 7 w/ french folds 
Trade paperback  |  978-1-58270-480-7 
$16.00  ($18.99 in Canada) 

Kai is a fable—a short story with mostly animals as characters that includes supernatural overtones 

and conveys a moral—and it’s much more than that. Inspired by events that happened in the 

author’s life and written more than forty years ago, it is a heartfelt tale of personal transformation, 

redemption, and the ongoingness of life and love. Get ready for a wonderful and wild emotional 

roller coaster of a ride.

KAI

by Anne Marie Bennstrom
AN ALTOGETHER IMPROBABLE LOVE STORY

Say goodbye to the illusion of being perfect, welcome the ability to wash away regret and replace 

it with courage to stand for who you are—in good times and bad. Thanks to an amazing life and 

a career at the top of the corporate ladder, and beyond, Pernille Spiers-Lopez, former President 

and CEO for IKEA North America, shows through her experiences and insights as a business 

leader and mentor how to take charge of your life. In Design Your Life, she challenges all of us to 

redefine true success and take full ownership of our own lives.

Design Your Life

by Pernille Spiers-Lopez
FORMER IKEA EXECUTIVE SHARES HER TOOLS FOR PERSONAL SUCCESS

One size does not fit all in education—Education Transformation shows us how technology can 

be used to accommodate individual’s needs rather than making each student force fit into the 

traditional classroom model which works for many but not for all.  Like so many other modern 

conveniences, education can benefit from technological advancement, and only technology can 

provide personalized instruction affordably.  

Education Transformation

by Ron Packard

HOW K-12 ONLINE LEARNING IS BRINGING THE 
GREATEST CHANGE TO EDUCATION IN 100 YEARS

From baby steps to giant leaps, Brain Smith, entrepreneurial guru and founder of UGG, mentors 

and teaches you the secret to successful brand creation. Before UGG became one of America’s 

most beloved brands, lifelong surfer Brian Smith was leading a life of quiet desperation as an 

accountant. Then one day, the overwhelming feeling that he’d missed the starting gun to life hit 

him over the head like a tidal wave, so he pulled himself up by his bootstraps and got to work. 

What came next was the adventure of a lifetime that turned a pair of sheepskin boots into an 

international phenomenon and brand.

Birth of a Brand

by Brian Smith
LAUNCHING YOUR ENTREPRENEURIAL PASSION AND SOUL
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Available Now!
Personal Growth / Success
288 pgs  |  5 x 8 
Paperback  |  978-1-58270-542-2  
$16.95  ($19.95 in Canada)

Available Now!
Education/Reference
256 pgs  |  6 x 9  
Hardcover  |  978-1-58270-385-5  
$24.99  ($27.99 in Canada)

Available Now!
Business & Economics/Personal Success
256 pgs  | 6 x 9 
Hardcover  |  978-1-58270-535-4  
$24.00  ($27.99 in Canada)


